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High-frequency electrodynamic response of strongly anisotropic clean normal
and superconducting metals

M. A. Hein,* R. J. Ormeno, and C. E. Gough
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~Received 23 February 2001; published 22 June 2001!

We consider the influence of quasiparticle relaxation and nonlocality on the complex conductivity and
microwave surface impedance of isotropic and quasi-two-dimensional metals in the normal and superconduct-
ing states for arbitrary electronic parameters intermediate between the classical skin effect and extreme anoma-
lous limits. We describe the superconducting state by a two-fluid model with a nonlocal, retarded quasiparticle
response and derive an expression for the surface impedance at low temperatures in the extreme anomalous
limit. We show how microwave measurements can be used to probe thek dependence of the superconducting
order parameter in layered materials.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The high-frequency electromagnetic response of nor
and superconducting metals, measured by the complex
face impedanceZs5Rs1 iXs , provides a valuable probe o
their electronic properties. Early measurements by Pipp1

and Chambers2 demonstrated the power of such measu
ments in the determination of the Fermi surface~FS! of
copper.1,2 More recently, microwave measurements
YBa2Cu3O72d helped establish thed-wave nature of the an
isotropic high-temperature cuprate superconductors3,4 and
have provided important information on the temperatu
dependent density and lifetime of the thermally excit
quasiparticles.5

We have recently reported firstZs measurements of su
perconducting Sr2RuO4 with a transition temperatureTc

;1.4 K,6 which is believed to be a spin-triplet superco
ductor with p- or possibly f-wave symmetry of the orde
parameter.7–9 Crystals of Sr2RuO4 can be grown with ex-
tremely high purity~a few ppm! having very long quasipar
ticle lifetimes,t;10211 s, and mean-free paths,l 5vFt;1
mm.10 The quasiparticle lifetime at low temperatures ca
therefore, become comparable with the microwave per
vt;1 and the mean-free path can exceed both the clas
skin depthd5(2/m0vs0)1/2 and London penetration dept
lL5(m0ne2/m)21/2: m0 is the vacuum permeability,vF the
Fermi velocity,n the effective quasiparticle density,m their
effective mass, ands05ne2t/m5t/m0lL

2 the dc conductiv-
ity. Long relaxation times and nonlocal effects strongly
fluence the surface impedance of normal metals
superconductors.6,11,12

In Sec. II A and II B, we compute the surface impedan
of a simple isotropic metal with an electromagnetic respo
intermediate between the classical skin effect and extre
anomalous limits. The results are then extended to stron
anisotropic, quasi-two-dimensional~2D!, normal metals for
microwave geometries of experimental interest~Sec. II C!. In
Sec. III A and III B, we introduce and analyze a simple tw
fluid model to describe the influence of quasiparticle rel
ation and nonlocality in the superconducting state. The
tension of such a model to superconductors with a no
0163-1829/2001/64~2!/024529~6!/$20.00 64 0245
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order parameter, such as the cuprates or Sr2RuO4, is dis-
cussed in Sec. III C.

II. ELECTRODYNAMIC RESPONSE OF CLEAN
NORMAL METALS

A. Normal skin effect and extreme anomalous limits

For a normal metal whenl !d, the electromagnetic re
sponse at high frequencies remains local, with a frequen
dependent, complex-valued, conductivitysv5s0 /(1
1 ivt) and a surface impedance,Zs5(11 ivt)1/2Z0, where
Z05( im0v/s0)1/25m0vlL3(11 i )3(2vt)21/2 is the clas-
sical skin-effect result.12 In the extreme anomalous limit,vt
andb@1, Zs approachesgm0vlL3(11 iA3)3b1/3, where
g54/9(A3/2p)1/350.289, andb[vF /vlL5@vt(lL / l #21

is a nonlocality parameter. In this limit,Zs is determined by
the extremal area of the FS parallel to the direction of curr
flow, which enabled Pippard to map out the FS of coppe1

Such a regime can easily be realized for conventional me
at microwave frequencies (f 510–60 GHz!. However, the
smallervF and largerlL values of the cuprates and ruthe
ates lead to smallerb values (b is only ;5 for Sr2RuO4 at
f 520 GHz, where we have takenlL;170 nm andvF
;105 m/s @Ref. 13#!. Microwave measurements on such m
terials therefore probe the intermediate region between
classical and extreme anomalous limits.

B. Intermediate case for isotropic metals

Reuter and Sondheimer~RS! were the first to develop a
comprehensive nonlocal theory for the surface impedanceZs
of normal metalsbased on the Boltzmann equation using
path-integral approach.11 An alternative derivation, based o
the Fourier components of the penetrating microwave fie
was introduced by Pippard1 and discussed by Kittel,12 which
for specular reflection gives results that can be shown to
identical to RS for all values ofvt andb. We adopt here the
latter approach to derive the surface impedanceZs of 3D and
quasi-2D metals inboth the normaland superconducting
states as a function ofvt and b, for arbitrary relaxation
times and nonlocal corrections.
©2001 The American Physical Society29-1
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We start by extending the RS and Pippard results fo
spherical FS to arbitraryvt and b values.6,14 We assume
for simplicity a single quasi-free-electron band with an is
tropic scattering time and specular reflection at the surfa
The results can easily be extended for diffuse scatterin
the surface and for metals like the ruthenates with more t
one contributing conduction band. The surface impedanc
determined by the ratio of the tangential electric-to-magn
field at the surface of a metal, which can be expresse
terms of the wave-vector-dependent transverse conduct
s̃3d(q),12

Zs5
2im0v

p E
0

` dq

q21 im0vs̃3d~q!
. ~1!

For Fourier components of the penetrating field varying
ei (qx1vt), the three-dimensional, nonlocal, and relaxatio
time-dependent, transverse conductivity is given by

s̃3d~q!5
3

4
s0E

21

11

d~cosu!
sin2u

11 i ~vt1ql cosu!
, ~2!

whereu is the angle at which the quasiparticles travel fro
the normal to the surface. We writes̃3d(q)5sv3k3d(q8),
wheresv accounts for relaxation while the function

k3d~q8!5
3

2

~11q82!tan21~q8!2q8

q83
~3!

accounts for nonlocality, settingq8[ql/(11 ivt). k(q8)
decreases from unity for smallq8 values to 3p/4q8 at large
values. Inserting these asymptotic values into Eq.~1!, we
recover the usual results forZs in the classical skin effect an
extreme anomalous limits.

The black curves in Fig. 1 showZs computed from Eqs.
~1! and~2! for various values of the nonlocality parameterb
as a function ofvt. The surface resistance and reactan
have been normalized to their classical skin-effect valuesR0,
i.e., evaluated in the absence of relaxation and nonloca
For smallvt, only relaxation is important withRs decreas-

FIG. 1. Zs(vt) computed from Eq.~1!, normalized toR0, for
b50.5, 1, 5, 10~solid, coarse dashed, fine dashed, and do
curves! for a 3D ~black curves! and a quasi-2D metal~gray curves!.
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ing and Xs increasing to first order asR0(161/2vt). For
large vt in the absence of nonlocal corrections,Xs ap-
proaches the limiting valuem0vlL ~near perfect diamagneti
screening!, while Rs decreases towards the frequenc
independent limiting valuem0lL/2t. Nonlocality leads to an
increase of bothRs andXs for largevt values, with a lim-
iting v2/3 frequency dependence and ab-dependent ratio tha
approaches 1/A3 for sufficiently largeb.1,11

In practice, it is often easier to extract changesDXs rather
than absoluteXs values from microwave measurements. T
differential loss factor,ht[(]Rs /]vt)/(]Xs/]vt), can be
determined accurately without the need for absol
calibration.6 Figure 2 displays typical results for thevt de-
pendence ofht for different b values. Whileht increases
continuously in the local limit, nonlocal effects lead to
b-dependent limiting value at largevt. For b.1, a peak in
ht develops, the height of which depends onb and vt.
MeasuringZs over a range of frequencies and fitting to su
curves allows, in principle,b andvt to be determined at any
temperature and to relate these parameters to FS prope

C. Intermediate case for strongly anisotropic metals

We now study the electromagnetic response of stron
anisotropic, quasi-2D, metals, like the cuprates and ruth
ates. For such materials, measurements are often restrict
platelet crystals or epitaxial films with their major flat fac
parallel to theab planes and edges parallel to thec direction.
We indicate the alignment of the electromagnetic fieldHr f
relative to the crystal axes for the two most-frequently us
measurement configurations~1 and 2! in Fig. 3, together with
the corresponding orientation of the quasicylindrical Fer
surface ink space. The electromagnetic field induces curre
as indicated by the arrows, which correspond to a displa
ment of the FS along the same direction

We first consider configuration 1@Fig. 3~a!#, with the c
direction of the platelet crystal parallel toHr f . The induced
microwave currents flow parallel to theab planes on both
the major flat faces and the edge surfaces of the samp15

Because of the large demagnetizing effect, the induced
crowave currents are strongly peaked at the outer edge
the crystal.15,16 Conformal mapping and numerical metho
enable us to determine the relative contributions to the
crowave response from the inhomogeneous field distribu

d

FIG. 2. Differential loss tangentht(vt) corresponding to the
data in Fig. 1.
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HIGH-FREQUENCY ELECTRODYNAMIC RESPONSE OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 024529
at the flat and edge faces of a thin rectangular strip accura
or a disk-shaped sample approximately. For an aspect
of 10, both faces contribute almost equally. We can ign
nonlocal corrections to the surface impedance from spa
variation of the field parallel to the faces, as these are o
significant on a length scale of the order of the sample th
ness,d@Xs /m0v. For a 2D metal, nonlocality is only im
portant on the edge surfaces, where the mean-free path i
ab planes can exceed the microwave penetration de
Measurements with platelet crystals with different aspect
tios could be used to distinguish between the contributi
from the edge and flat faces.

We first evaluate the surface impedance for the e
faces. In this configuration, the transverse conductivity fo
2D metal is given by

s̃2d~q!5
1

p
sabE

0

2p

dw
sin2w

11 i ~vt1ql cosw!
, ~4!

wherew is the angle in theab plane relative to the induce
current flow andsab is the in-plane dc conductivity. The
corresponding nonlocality functionk2d(q8)[s̃2d(q)/sv is
given by

k2d5
2

q82
~A11q8221!, ~5!

which has a similarq8 dependence ask3d , varying from
unity for small q8 to 2/q8 for large arguments. The depen
dence ofZs on vt andb is therefore almost identical to tha
derived for a spherical FS, as illustrated by the gray curve
Figs. 1 and 2.

We now turn to the surface impedance for currents
duced on the flat surfaces in both configurations 1 and 2~Fig.
3!. For an ideal 2D metal, quasiparticle motion is restric
to the ab planes. The microwave response, therefore,
mains local at all frequencies with a surface impedanceZs
5(11 ivt)1/2( im0v/sab)

1/2.

FIG. 3. Real- andk-space representations of a layered sam
with a quasicylindrical FS in the two conventional configurations
~a! and 2~b!, where the currents decay within or perpendicular
the planes.
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The cylindrical FS of real quasi-2D metals will be slight
warped, with radial Fourier coefficients of the FS of a simp
tetragonal metal varying as(m,namn cos(4mw)cos(2npkz/kc),
wherekc is the Brillouin zone dimension in thec direction.
Quasiparticles can therefore travel at a small anglec out of
the planes and hence contribute to nonlocal effects, whe

c5~2pkF /kc!(
m,n

namn cos~4mw!sin~2npkz /kc! ~6!

andkF is the in-plane Fermi wave vector. This effect can
treated as a small perturbation, resulting in an increase of
surface impedance by

Zs5~11 ivt!1/2F im0v

sab
G1/2

$11 i /2~pbA!2q3%, ~7!

whereA252(nn2a0n
2 1(mÞ0,nn2amn

2 andq[vt/(11 ivt).
The corrections are only second order in the already sm
perturbation of the FS and can therefore be neglected in m
cases of experimental interest, such as the very slig
warped Fermi surface of body-centered-cubic Sr2RuO4.17

In configuration 2, the microwaves also penetrate the e
surfaces perpendicular to theab planes, where the electro
dynamic response is governed by the dcc axis conductivity
sc . For strongly anisotropic metals,sc!sab , so that qua-
siparticle relaxation and nonlocality can generally be n
glected. Thec-axis surface impedance will then be given b
the classical skin-effect resultZs,c5(im0v/sc)

1/2.
The effective surface impedance in this configuration w

be aabZs,ab1acZs,c , whereaab and ac are the fractional
areas of the surfaces parallel and perpendicular to the pl
~we assume that all crystal dimensions are much larger t
microwave penetration lengths!. Although measurements in
this configuration are uncomplicated by demagnetization
nonlocal effects, measurements on samples of differ
thickness, cut from the same parent crystal, have to be
formed to extractZab andZc .3

III. ELECTRODYNAMIC RESPONSE OF CLEAN
SUPERCONDUCTORS

A. Two-fluid model

We now consider the influence of relaxation and non
cality on the electromagnetic response in thesuperconduct-
ing state. We extend the standard two-fluid model by inc
porating an effective transverse conductivity

s̃s~q!5
1

im0vlL
2 F ~12 f n!1 i f n

vt

11 ivt
k~q8!G , ~8!

where f n is the normal state fraction of quasiparticles a
k(q8) accounts for the nonlocal effects as before. We
sume that all microscopic details related to the density
states and coherence effects can be included in the temp
ture and frequency dependences off n and t.18,19 While we
retain the nonlocal response of the thermally excited qu
particles, we assume a local response for the supercond
ing pairs, which is appropriate in the extreme type-II lim

e

9-3
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and if complications from non s-wave symmetry are igno
~see Sec. III C!. This assumption enables us to use a pheno
enological approach instead of fully nonlocal microsco
theories.18,20

In the absence of nonlocal corrections, we recover
usual two-fluid result Zs5 im0vlL@12 f n /(11 ivt)#1/2,
which has been used to extractf n(T) and t(T) for the
cuprates.3–5,19,21A similar approach can be used to extra
these parameters for Sr2RuO4, from Zs measurements with
the ab planes parallel to the microwave fields, in both co
figurations 1 and 2. However, for superconductors interm
diate between the classical and extreme anomalous lim
and for microwave fields parallel to the edge faces of ru
enate crystals in configuration 1, nonlocal corrections hav
be considered. In both cases, we initially ignore anyk depen-
dence of the quasiparticle properties. We can then com
Zs from Eq.~1! using the generalized conductivity defined
Eq. ~8! including the q-dependence ofk(q8) in Eqs. ~3!
and ~5!.

The surface impedance now depends on three param
f n , vt, andb. Figures 4~a! and 4~b! illustrate thef n depen-
dences ofRs andXs , normalized toR0, for variousvt val-
ues and small (b50.1) and significant nonlocal correction
(b510). The results are shown for a spherical FS but dif
by only a few percent from those of a quasi-2D metal.

For all b andvt valuesRs( f n) decreases monotonicall
belowTc , though the rate of decrease is related to that of
penetration depth, which is stronglyvt dependent. For smal
vt values there is a pronounced peak inXs( f n) below Tc ,
which moves to lower temperatures~smaller f n! with in-
creasing purity and frequency, as observed in recent m
surements on Sr2RuO4.6 The peak in the reactance
a generic feature of the two-fluid model22 and has the sam
origin as the peak observed inXs(Hdc) in measurements o
cuprate bicrystals.23

In Sr2RuO4 single crystals, this peak is a dominant featu
of theXs measurements because of the very long quasip
cle relaxation time. For less-pure superconductors the p
occurs rather close toTc and tends to be obscured by flu
tuations and impurity broadening ofTc as well as by coher-

FIG. 4. ~a! Rs( f n)/R0 derived from the two-fluid model for
vt50.1, 0.4, 1, 4, and 10~solid, short-long dashed, long dashe
short-dashed and dotted curves!, for b50.1 ~bottom!, and 10~top!.
~b! CorrespondingXs( f n)/R0 for b50.1 ~bottom! and 10~top!.
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ence effects. The initial increase in reactance belowTc cor-
responds to adecreasein shielding. This arises because, f
smallvt, the normal and superconducting shielding curre
are in phase quadrature. On entering the superconduc
state, the contribution to the shielding currents from qua
particles initially decreases asD f n , while the contribution
from Cooper pairs only increases asD f n

2 . Whenvt@1, qua-
siparticles in the normal state are almost as effective as
perconducting pairs in shielding the microwave fields,
there is little change inXs below Tc , as illustrated in Fig.
4~b! and confirmed in our measurements. Nonlocality on
becomes important forvt>0.1, where it has an increasingl
large influence on the shape of the curves belowTc .

To extract reliable information onf n , vt, and b when
nonlocality is important, requires accurate measureme
over a range of frequencies in order to fit data to compu
results. A useful alternative is to measure changes in
surface reactance against the surface resistance. In ty
cavity perturbation measurements, such data can be extra
with high precision.6 Figure 5 shows parametric plots ofDXs
versusRs , normalized to the surface resistance atTc , result-
ing from Fig. 4 for selectedvt values andb510. Compar-
ing measured data with such computed results,vt and b
values and hence accuratef n values can be extracted at an
temperature within the superconducting state.

B. Extreme anomalous limit of the generalized
two-fluid model

It is instructive to consider the limiting form ofZs at low
temperatures asf n→0. In the absence of nonlocality an
relaxation, the surface resistanceRs5(1/2)m0

2v2l3f ns0.
However, for a clean superconductor withl @lL , the quasi-
particles only spend a small fraction of their lifetime with
the penetration length. One might anticipate, that the los
would therefore be reduced by a factor;lL / l . To evaluate

FIG. 5. Parametric plot ofDXs( f n) versusRs( f n), both normal-
ized toRs(1), for vt50.1, 0.4, 1, 4, 10~solid, short long dashed
long dashed, short dashed, dotted curves! andb510, calculated for
a 3D metal usingvF583104 m/s andf 510 GHz.
9-4
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the superconducting surface impedance in theextreme
anomalous limit, we write Eq.~1! as

Zs,`5
2im0v

p E
0

` dq

q21lL
22@12 f n12i f nvt~ql !21#

,

5
2i

p
m0vl~T!E

0

` xdx

x~x211!2 ia
, ~9!

where x[ql(T), a[2 f n /@(12 f n)b(T)#, b(T)
5vF /vl(T), and (12 f n)lL

225l22(T). For comparison
with the cuprates and ruthenates, we have used the limiti
2D nonlocal expression for the transverse conductivity, a
cording to the discussion of Eq.~5!.

In this limit, the integral is dominated by smallx values in
the denominator,x!u iau, reflecting the long mean-free paths
of the quasiparticles. To first order ina Eq. ~9! yields

Zs' im0vl~T!@~12a!2 i ~2/p!a~ ln 1/a11/2!#. ~10!

The surface resistance is given by Rs,`
'(8/p)Rs(lL / l )ln(b/2f n), which contains a logarithmic
correction to our anticipated result and leads to a weak
frequency dependence than in the local limit. We note als
that nonlocality leads to a linear frequency dependence of t
penetration depth through the parametera.

C. Implications of a nodal order parameter

It is important to consider how the previous results woul
be affected by a non-s-wave symmetry of the superconduct-
ing order parameter. Of particular interest are the layere
superconductors with possible nodes along specific dire
tions, such as the (kx

22ky
2) dependence for thed-wave cu-

prates and the (kx6 iky) or (kx2 iky)(kx
22ky

2) dependences
recently suggested for Sr2RuO4, consistent with ap- or
f-wave symmetry of the order parameter.7–9

For platelet crystals in a perpendicular field, only quas
particles traveling parallel to the edge directions contribu
to the electromagnetic response of the edge faces. Micr
wave measurements therefore provide a powerful tool to i
vestigate thek dependence of the quasiparticle properties. I
particular, one would expect very different values and tem
perature dependences of the surface impedance for@100#
edges, where the quasiparticles would experience the f
02452
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energy gap, and for@110# edges, which would probe the
nodal regions. For non-s-wave superconductors, the exis-
tence of surface states24 and the unavoidable depression of
the order parameter by nonspecular reflection at the surfac
could also lead to significant sample geometry effects, fur
ther complicating the application and interpretation of our
simple two-fluid model. Finally, it might be necessary to take
into account the enhanced coherence length along any nod
directions, which may result in a nonlocal response of the
superconducting pairs. All such considerations require mi
croscopic modeling, beyond the scope of the present pape

IV. SUMMARY

We have calculated the electromagnetic response of 3
and 2D metals in both the normal and superconducting state
for arbitrary relaxation times and mean-free paths. The influ
ence of nonlocality on the measured surface impedance
quasi-2D metals depends strongly on the microwave con
figuration used. For measurements with microwave field an
induced currents parallel to theab planes, nonlocal correc-
tions are unimportant. However, for configurations in which
the microwave field is parallel to thec direction with cur-
rents induced in theab planes, nonlocal corrections are simi-
lar to those of a 3D metal. The surface impedance in th
superconducting statehas been derived using a generalized
two-fluid model where the response of the Cooper pairs re
mains local but the nonlocal response of the quasiparticles
retained. A simple way to compare the computed results wit
measured data and to extract the key physical paramete
from microwave measurements is based on the parametr
correlation between surface resistance and reactance. Final
we consider nonlocal effects in non-s-wave superconductors
and show that microwave measurements can, in principle
provide detailed information on anyk dependence of the
order parameter, though such measurements may be comp
cated by other geometrical and surface-dependent effects.
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